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Abstract—We present a method of instructing a sequential
task to a household robot using a hand-held augmented reality
device. The user decomposes a high-level goal such as “prepare
a drink” into steps such as delivering a mug under a kettle and
pouring hot water into the mug. The user takes a photograph of
each step using the device and annotates it with necessary
information via touch operation. The resulting sequence of
annotated photographs serves as a reference for review and
reuse at a later time. We created a working prototype system
with various types of robots and appliances.

R

I. INTRODUCTION

OBOTICS technology has made a significant progress
in recent years and now we can see domestic robots
performing various household tasks in laboratories such as
picking up garments from a washing machine, picking and
folding towels, washing dishes in a kitchen, and cooking a
meal. However, most of these operations are preprogrammed
by the developers and are difficult to customize by end
users. Since each home environment is different and each
individual has his/her own way of doing things, we believe
that it is crucial to allow the user to teach these robots a
specific way of doing these tasks.
Example scenarios we have in mind are household chores
that robots could perform automatically [1]. A laundry robot
picks garments from a basket, delivers it to a washing
machine, runs the washing machine, picks up the cleaned
garments, and stores them in a closet. A cleaning robot
moves furniture out of the way, opens the windows, dusts
the shelves, vacuums the room, closes the windows, and
replaces the furniture. A waiter robot opens a table by
cleaning it, arranging place mats and utensils, and delivering
dishes. These scenarios show tasks with sequential structures
and interaction among robots, objects, and appliances.
To achieve this goal, several robot problems must be
addressed. Starting from the low level, a robot needs to
know how to manipulate objects and appliances. A robot
also needs to know how to orient itself and move around in a
domestic environment. Lastly, a robot needs to know how to
complete a high-level task such as “clean my room.” The
scope of this research addresses the latter problem,
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instructing a robot how to perform a high-level
sequential task.
We believe that a human should teach the steps of a
sequential task to a robot. A robot is not likely to have the
cognitive abilities of a human in the foreseeable future, but
humans can decompose a complex task in such a way that a
robot understands.
In this paper, we present a method of teaching a sequential
task to a robot using photographs. We introduce a handheld
augmented reality device to create photographic instructions.
The device is similar to a digital camera with touch
operation for annotating photographs. Importantly, the
augmented reality device does not require the robot’s
presence to create instructions.
There are several benefits in using photographic
instructions. First, the teaching is situated in the actual
environment. Second, the user demonstrates where to place
objects. Third, the device ensures that photographs are
properly composed. A properly composed photograph has a
visible subject, object, and verb.
When using the device, icons are overlaid on physical
objects that the robot can manipulate. These icons provide
feedback about the robot’s ability to recognize objects. After
an object’s icon is selected, the device lists available actions
that a robot can perform on the object. For instance, at a hot
water kettle, icons are shown for both a mug and hot water
kettle. The user selects the kettle icon to tell the robot to heat
up water, and the user selects the mug icon to tell the robot
to reposition the mug. Several of these photographs are
taken in sequence to form the steps of a high-level task,
which is then reviewed by the user and executed by the
robot.
We demonstrate this concept in a prototype system with a
basic robot that can move items to a target location and
operate home appliances. We tested the augmented reality
device in two scenarios, preparing a drink and organizing a
room. To prepare a drink, a table top robot delivers a cup to
hot water kettle and other appliances to make coffee. To
organize a room, a robot pushes objects on the floor.
In conducting this research, our paper makes two
contributions. First, we present an augmented reality
interface using a handheld device, which allows for situated
teaching. That is, the user can be in the actual environment
where the task occurs, making it easy to identify
environmental constraints. Second, a sequential task is
represented as annotated photographs. Annotated
photographs are semantically meaningful to both the user
and robot. The user recognizes the physical environment

from the photographs, and the robot interprets the
annotations within the photograph explicitly (e.g., a
photographed home appliance is annotated with a “turn on”
action).
II. RELATED WORK
We discuss several strategies to specify high-level tasks to
a robot such as natural language commands, demonstration,
visual programming languages, virtual simulations, live
video, and photographs.
The goal of this research is to enable a human to specify a
high-level task. Commanding a robot with natural language
commands is the ideal sci-fi solution (consider Jetsons’
Rosie or Star Wars’ 3CPO humanoid robot). Realistically,
we cannot assume that robots will have the same cognition
as humans and learn tasks in the way that humans do.
Rather, a restricted natural language vocabulary may be used
for teaching [2][3]. A natural language interface, however,
requires a user to recall the restricted vocabulary. The
augmented reality device, on the other hand, allows a user to
recognize the available vocabulary visually.
Prior work sought how to teach robots by demonstration
[4]-[6], for example, to manipulate objects by recording a
person’s arm movement [7][8]. Teaching an object
manipulation task is accomplished effectively by
demonstration, but it becomes difficult to review the robot’s
model of the learnt task.
A robot can be instructed using a visual programming
language [9][10], which gives a visible representation and a
recognizable set of operations. For example, the Lego
Mindstorms kit and Microsoft Robotics Studio use blocks
and connections to describe a robot’s sequence of actions. A
storyboard of animated cartoons [11], timeline [12], and key
frames [13] can be used similarly. Although visual
languages provide stepwise instructions, the user programs
the task away from the actual environment. The augmented
reality device is a forcing function to use the actual
environment for instruction, which has the benefit of
recognizing environmental constraints.
Virtual simulations can approximate the robot’s operating
environment. A simulation can instruct a robot to manipulate
objects [14] and fold a cloth [15]. The Alice programming
environment [16] demonstrates a rich set of tasks that can be
accomplished in a simulation. These systems, however,
require significant effort to update given that domestic
environments change frequently. Photographs can be easily
retaken to account for environmental changes.
Live video can be used to instruct a task to a robot. A user
can manipulate a robot interactively in video by operating
controls seen on the robot [17]. A user can specify where
and what a robot should do in the environment using video
from a ceiling-mounted camera [18][19]. Objects that are
occluded from the camera’s view, however, cannot be
specified using these approaches. Using an augmented
reality device, which prompts the user to rearrange objects,

allows a user to reveal occluded locations.
Our work chooses static photographs over live video
because of irrelevant nuances in video. Nuances introduced
during a live video demonstration (e.g., hand tremor) are
irrelevant to the task and shouldn’t be saved. Consider an
analogy of creating animations: only key frames are
necessary.
The most similar work uses a photograph to restore the
layout of multiple objects on a table [20]. However, they do
not consider sequential tasks that involve multiple objects
and home appliances.
Our approach of building sequential tasks from steps has
been considered in artificial intelligence research. For
instance, a hierarchy of primitive robot operations and
sequences can be used to construct robot behaviors [21].
Whereas prior work is primarily concerned with the learning
algorithm, we explore the human-robot interface and
propose an augmented reality interface.
III. TEACHING WITH PHOTOGRAPHS
We first present an example scenario that uses
photographs to specify a sequential task. We then describe
an exploratory study of using photographs to teach another
person.
A. Example Scenarios
An ideal robot should know how to perform household
chores such as preparing a cup of coffee and organizing a
living room. A preprogrammed out-of-the-box solution does
not work because every household has its own
idiosyncrasies. Photographs allow a user to program tasks
that are tailored to his/her home environment.
Let us consider two examples of teaching a robot using
photographs. Suppose that a user wants a robot to prepare a
cup of coffee every morning. The user takes out a handheld
device (e.g., a smart phone) to teach the steps. The user first
takes photographs of a mug at the different appliances such
as a powder dispenser (to dispense coffee), hot water kettle,
and dining table. The user annotates each of these steps to
ensure that the robot understands the instructions.
In another scenario, the user wants to teach a robot how to
organize a living room. The user takes photographs of
objects on the floor, such as a magazine box and trash bin,
that should be cleaned. Then, the user takes another set of
photographs to show where they should be placed.
B. Exploratory Observations
These example scenarios show a task involving multiple
steps. We conducted a mini-study with four participants
using a regular digital camera to see how people use
photographs to explain a sequential task, identify objects,
and instruct the operation of appliances. We asked
participants to teach another person how to prepare coffee
using only the camera. The environment had a coffee
powder dispenser, hot water kettle, and several mugs.

Fig. 1.. A household robo
ot is taught to deliv
ver a mug to varioous home appliances and locations.

The four parrticipants weree from our ressearch lab with
ha
uuniversity-level education in
n engineering, but they had no
pprior knowled
dge of this project. Thee sessions were
w
cconducted in our
o lab’s kitcheenette and werre video record
ded
ffor analysis.
Participants took two strattegies to identtify target objeects
aand an appliancce’s buttons. One
O strategy was
w to photograaph
thhe subject of interest without context (in otther words, zoom
inn). In another strategy, particcipants photogrraphed their haand
ppointing at an object
o
or button
n.
Three particiipants showed the movementt of objects using
tw
wo or more ph
hotographs, on
ne photograph to show only the
oobject and ano
other photograaph to show the object at an
aappliance. Two
o participants also
a photograp
phed the objectt in
itts original locaation (e.g., on a shelf) beforee showing a clo
ose
uup photo of thee mug.
No participaant was able to
o use photograaphs to specify
fy a
tiime to wait. One particip
pant wanted to
t add a verrbal
aannotation. An
nother participant took threee photographs to
rrepresent threee seconds, but he wanted to
o write down the
dduration and in
nclude it in thee photograph. We
W had expeccted
pparticipants to photograph
p
a nearby
n
clock.
We learned from this sttudy to allow
w annotations on
pphotographs ussing a tapping gesture. We also
a
modeled the
ffrom-and-to ph
hotographs in our
o design. Som
me concepts su
uch
aas wait were to
oo abstract for photographs and
a we decided
d to
ppresent them in
n a graphical usser interface.
IV. AUGMENTED
D REALITY INTERFACE
mbiguous as the
Photographs can be as precise or am
pphotographer chooses. In
n order to constrain how
h
pphotographs arre taken, we provide an au
ugmented reallity
ddevice to scafffold the creatio
on of interpretaable photograp
phs.
B
By adding annotations to a photograph
p
durring construction,
bboth the user and
a robot havee the same inteerpretation of the
pphotograph.
A. Teaching a Task
We created a handheld au
ugmented realiity device with
h a
vvideo-see-throu
ugh mode, wh
hich we impleemented using
g a
S
Sony Vaio ultra mobile PC (F
Figure 1a). Th
he device displaays
iccons and captiions on objectts in the see-th
hrough display
y as
sshown in Figu
ure 1b. The orrder in which photographs are
taaken is the ord
der for completting a sequentiaal task.
The system recognizes
r
two
o categories off physical objeccts,
nnoun objects and
a verb objeccts. Nouns are moveable item
ms,

objects that the robot interacts with directly. Verbbs are home
appliannces, a type off object that aff
ffects the state of another
object.
Eachh photograph iss taken as folloows. The user creates an
instructtion by pointinng to an object. A tapping gesture is
used to annotate objeects. The user can also speccify actions
without a phottograph; for exxample, the
directlyy to the robot w
Wait bbutton instructts the robot to wait afteer the last
photogrraphed step. Next, we ddescribe how to create
instructtions for moveaable items and home appliancces.
Movable Objeccts
1)) Delivering M
The hhandheld devicce can instructt a robot to moove objects
such as dishes and traash baskets. Wee implementedd and tested
two typpes of move innstructions. Thhe “move to” instruction
requiress two photograaphs, one for tthe identifyingg the object
and anoother for the ddestination. Wee describe the interaction
for delivvering a mug tto a table as folllows (Figure 22):
1. Thee user frames tthe mug’s iconn in the device’s live view
(Figgure 2a). Thee location succh as a tablee or home
apppliance should also be visiblee in the live vieew.
2. Thee user taps the moveable item
m icon.
3. A photograph iss taken and a list of actionns appears
(Figgure 2b). The user chooses the “move to”” action by
tappping it on the ddisplay. Multipple objects cann be chosen
from
m the photoggraph before cchoosing the ““move to”
actiion.
4. Thee user physicallly demonstrattes where the m
mug should
be placed. In Figgure 2c, the m
mug is placed at another
tabble.
5. Thee user frames the live view such that the mug and a
loccation icon are both seen. If the object is nnot seen in
thee photograph, th
the user is prom
mpted to movee the object
to iits destination and include it iin the live view
w.
6. Thee user taps the live view to coomplete the insstruction.
Thesee steps ensuree that the insstruction is syyntactically
valid foor the robot. Phhotographs wiithout annotations can be
interpreeted in many w
ways, for exam
mple, a photograph of a
mug annd kettle can bee interpreted ass filling a mug or moving
the mugg from the ketttle. The annotaations ensure thhat there is
a comm
mon interpretatiion between thhe human and rrobot.
A phhotograph reqquires sufficieent context suuch that a
locationn can be ideentified. Locaations are preesented as
locationn icons in the llive view. Thee device promppts the user
to incluude more phhotographic coontext if it cannot be
determiined from the photograph. Iff multiple locaation icons
appear oon the display,, the user is proompted to recoompose the
live view
w with a singlee location iconn.

Fig. 2. Creating
g an instruction to move a mug from
m a hot water kettlee to a table.

Semantic ch
hecks are perfo
formed on the instruction. If a
m
moveable item is placed at an
a appliance, the device checcks
too ensure that an
a object can be
b placed theree. If the moveaable
ittem should no
ot be moved to
o an appliance,, a “not alloweed”
iccon is shown. For instance, a plate cannott be used at a hot
w
water kettle.
ng Object Layo
out
2) Savin
The augmen
nted reality deevice providess a “move heere”
innstruction, sim
milar to the “move to” instruction. This
T
innstruction is prrovided to pho
otograph an env
vironment’s id
deal
sstate, which reeplicates prior research in saaving table layout
[20]. Only onee photograph is taken with both object and
a
bject icons must be selected one
o
loocation icons. All relevant ob
aat a time.
A
3) Operrating a Home Appliance
Our system supports the operation of home
h
appliancces.
T
The operation of home appliances is simillar to controlling
innformation ap
ppliances (e.g., lamps, radio
os) directly [2
22].
T
This work extends prior work
k to instruct a robot
r
in operating
a home appliaance, which in
n turn modifiees an object. For
F
eexample, a hot water kettle pours
p
water into
o a container. An
innstruction is crreated as follow
ws:
1. The user places a target object
o
at a hom
me appliance.
2. The user selects
s
the ico
on for a home appliance in the
device’s liv
ve view (Figurre 3). If the app
pliance requirees a
target objeect and multiple objects are seen, the clossest
object to th
he appliance is selected by deefault.
3. The user selects an action from a list of appliancce’s
actions (Fiigure 3). For example,
e
a hott water kettle has
h
the “heat”,, “fill”, and “tu
urn on” actions. If there is on
nly
one action,, this step is sk
kipped.
4. If the actio
on has parametters, the user iss presented witth a
sub-list. For example, th
he kettle’s “heeat” action has a
sub-list to set its temperaature.
Semantic checks
c
are performed when
w
operating
aappliances. In Step 2, a valid
d target objectt must be seen
n in
oorder to select an action. Forr instance, a kettle
k
should po
our
w
water into a cu
up, but it shou
uld not pour water onto a plaate;
thhus, the photo
ograph must co
ontain both thee hot water kettle
aand cup (presum
mably under th
he kettle’s spo
out) before the fill
f
aaction is made available.
ucting the Robo
ot to Wait
4) Instru
The user can
n tell the robott to wait betweeen photograph
hed

instructtions using thee “Add Wait” button, whichh is seen in
the botttom right cornner of Figure 2aa. When the uuser presses
the buttton, the user specifies thee duration to wait in a
graphic al user interfacce (Figure 3).
Different Locatiions
5)) Instructing tthe Robot in D
The uuser specifies tthe spatial conttext of a movee or operate
instructtion by includinng a location iicon within thee live view.
Locatioons are used by the “movee here” and ““move to”
instructtions to identify
fy a destinationn. The system rrecords the
target oobject’s positioon relative to tthe nearest loccation icon,
which iis used when exxecuting the taask. Home apppliances are
also desstination locatiions for “movee here” and “moove to”.

Fiig 3. Instructing thhe robot to operatee a hot water kettlee (left)
and w
wait for 30 secondds (right).

B. Reviewing annd Executing a Task
Afterr creating seqquential stepss, the resultinng task is
displayeed as a sequeence of annottated photograaphs. Each
photogrraph is displaayed with iconns, captions, and arrow
lines. A caption for tthe whole phootograph is plaaced in the
upper-leeft corner to inndicate an actioon in the photoograph, for
examplee, to “turn on”” a faucet (Figgure 4b). Wheen multiple
objects are being movved, a circle iddentifies each object in a
Figure 4a). A
Arrow lines inndicate the
“beforee” position (F
ment of objects.
movem
The annotations prrovide a visibble representattion of the
robot’s internal moddel of the taskk to the user.. The user
recogniizes that the robot will only interact with the
mple, some
highlighhted objects inn the photogrraph (for exam
dishes iin Figure 4a aree ignored).
V.. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
We iimplemented a prototype sysstem with two household
robots to show the feasibility off the augmented reality
device. The prototyppe is deployedd in a structuured home
We chose a
environnment with robbots and homee appliances. W

environnment. The first robot iss a custom-m
made robot
(14x111x8 cm, Figuree 1d) with a cllaw to grab obbjects up to
16 cm wide on a flatt surface such aas a table. We hhard coded
a singlle grabbing anngle, but it is possible to coompute the
grabbin
ing angle with on-board senssors. The seconnd robot is
a modiified iRobot flooor robot, whicch is used to puush objects
aroundd. Given the abbility of both roobots, all moveeable items
are reggistered to eitheer “move to” oor “move here”” actions.
TABLE 2. AVA
AILABLE ACTIONS AND PARAMETER
RS
Subjject
All m
moveable items

Possible Ac
ctions
Move to
1
Move here
Pow
wer dispenser
Dispense (1,, 2, or 3 secondss)
dispenser
Small pill, me
edium pill, large pill
Pill d
Hot w
water kettle
Fill (1, 2, or 3 seconds)
1
“Moove here” is availaable only in the rooom scenario.

Fig. 4. Annottated photographs.

sstructured environment becaause our prim
mary focus is in
hhuman-robot in
nteraction, not the
t robot’s cap
pabilities.
A. Structu
ured Home Envvironment
A structured
d home envirronment has physical
p
objeccts,
aappliances, and
d locations pred
defined in a daatabase (Table 1).
T
The database contains
c
semaantic information about objeects
ssuch as their associated ty
ypes: a moveaable item, ho
ome
aappliance, or lo
ocation. It also contains inforrmation about the
aavailable action
ns that can be performed
p
on an
a object or att an
aappliance (Tablle 2).
Physical objjects, appliancces, and locattions are affix
xed
w
with fiducial markers
m
for vission recognitio
on. These fiduccial
m
markers are reccognized by th
he augmented reality
r
device and
a
ooverhead cam
meras. Overheead cameras provide a 2D
ccoordinate spacce for objects, appliances,
a
and
d robots, which
h is
aan approach em
mployed for rob
bot localization
n [23][18].
Affixing fidu
ucials on all objects
o
is not th
he ideal solution.
H
However, we believe
b
that our assumption
ns of recognizing
oobjects and ap
ppliances is reaasonable given
n that there haave
bbeen significan
nt progress in pure
p
vision recognition [24] and
a
w
wireless trackin
ng technology [25].
B. Robotss
We program
mmed two ho
ousehold robo
ots in our ho
ome
TABLE 1. THE HOME ENVIR
RONMENT FOR TWO
O SCENARIOS.

Home
Appliances
Moveable
items
Locations

Prepare a Drink
Powder dispe
enser
Pill dispenser
Hot water ketttle
Faucet
ps
Mugs and cup
Teaspoon
Plate
Kitchen countter
Dining table

Scenarios
Organiz
ze a Room

Magazin
ne bin
Trash ca
an
Anywhe
ere on the floor

In oour current im
mplementation, the robots aree remotely
contro lled by a compputer. This com
mputer receives a copy of
m the augmeented reality ddevice and
the innstructions from
combinnes it with thee current positiions of objectss and robot
obtainedd from overheead cameras. T
The instructionns provided
from thee augmented reeality device aare of the follow
wing form:
Move_To
o(Mug A, Posit
tion B, Offset
t (x,y))
Operate
e(Appliance C, Mug A, Actio
on D, Paramete
ers E)

The computer connverts these innstructions to low-level
ward, move
robot coontrol signals.. The robots ccan move forw
backwaard, turn left, turn right, grrab, and releasse using a
wirelesss Bluetooth coonnection. Thhe process of converting
high-levvel instructionns to low-levell robot controll signals is
situatedd within autom
mated planningg and scheduliing, a subtopic oof artificial inttelligence reseearch. Methodds such as
STRIPS
S (Stanford Reesearch Instituute Problem S
Solver) and
PDDL (Planning Doomain Definittion Languagee) can be
applied to this probleem, but it is noot the main foocus of this
researchh.
C. Home Appliannces
me appliances inn our home
We bbuilt three custoom-made hom
environnment: a pill ddispenser, a poowder dispensser, and an
electric hot water ketttle. The pill annd powder disppensers are
built frrom scratch. They dispense their contennts into a
containeer that is placeed beneath thee device’s outleet. The hot
water kkettle is built byy adding wirelless control to an off-theshelf eleectric hot wateer kettle.
Ideallly, all applian
ances will be controllable by robots,
either bby manipulatingg its physical uuser interface (i.e., knobs,
dials, annd buttons) orr electronicallyy. Our researchh simulated
an electtronic interfacee because we eexpect an appliiance-robot
interacttion more sim
milar to Starr Wars’ R2D
D2 (digital
interfacce instead of a physical interrface). This is a realistic
assumpttion given thatt there is recennt research shoowing how
to adaptt home appliannces for electroonic control [266].
D. User Tests
We created two scenarios, ppreparing a drink and
organizzing furniture inn a room, to deemonstrate ourr method of
instructting a robot using an auggmented realiity device.

Table 1 lists the objects that were included in the test
environment.
We ran the robot successfully in preparing coffee, pills,
and delivering water; and in rearranging floor objects. We
also invited seven participants, which were recruited from
our research lab but did not have experience with robot
programming, to test the teaching interface with these tasks.
We showed the robot to participants, but the robot was not
interactive during the tests. From these preliminary
investigations, participants quickly learned the idea of our
system. When teaching a robot to reposition an object, about
half of the participants preferred photographing goal states
(a single photograph showing the ideal set up once a robot
finishes) whereas the other half preferred the “move to”
instruction. Participants liked the syntax checks provided by
the device, but they were confused by the preprogrammed
semantic checks and attributed lock-out conditions to
recognition issues.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Although new objects can be added easily with
photographs, photographs make it difficult to generalize the
teaching result. It makes it difficult to refer to photographed
objects by their attributes (for example, “the nearest mug” or
“a red item”) and function (for example, “an item that
separates tea leaves from liquid”). For future work, we plan
to add a cartoon-like graphic to identify objects based on
attributes.
The proposed technique is demonstrated with robots that
push objects around. The user interface can be extended to
show a variety of actions such as “grab” (from the side) and
“forklift” (lift from underneath) by showing additional
actions in Figure 2b. Another extension could allow
photographed areas to be selected. As an example of
vacuuming, the user could photograph the area to clean.
Although an all-in-one robot is possible, robots will more
likely cooperate with existing home appliances to
accomplish tasks. A robot can be taught how to clean clothes
by soaping, rinsing, and wringing, but a washing machine
already does this sequential task efficiently. A robot will still
be required to place objects in the appropriate home
appliances and destinations, a scenario which we have
described in this paper.
We have only considered how to teach a single sequential
task to a robot. We have not considered how to compose
sequential tasks into goals (operate until an environmental
state is achieved) and behaviors (hierarchical composition of
sequential tasks) [21] using the AR interface. We have not
yet considered how to specify control structures such as
loops and branches in photographs.
In conclusion, this paper presented an augmented reality
system for teaching sequential tasks to a robot. The sequence
of annotated photographs serves as a visual representation of
the procedure for both a human and robot. We showed the
feasibility of the method with a prototype robot system using
various household robots and home appliances.
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